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Today’s world is full of fashionable items such as clothes, furniture, designs, mark ups, and
many more things. Every human being has a desire to have something new in their life style.
Traditionally, people won’t compare more in terms of Fashion as compared to modern era. So,
that is the reason why fashion doesn’t get more upliftment. But today its different. The human
beings lay in the origin of Fashion. Here, the question arrives that where did the fashion come
from? Yes, what I think is that it comes from the fashion centres such as Bollywood &
Hollywood which set the trends for fashion in the world.
Here people get inspired from the films, T.V serials and fashion shows etc. They try to copy
the same shoes presented by Celebrities in a particularly designed dress, hairstyle for a special
occasion. They also uplift the standard of living and creates a good perception in front of others.
This mainly effect in the youngsters’ mind. They try to copy paste same without any delay. So,
it can be said that there is nothing else that spreads around faster than as fashion.
A question arises why do all human beings want to get engaged in new or trendy fashion? What
I think is that they get engaged in fashion to look smart, wealthy, attractive, to show off, to
ensure higher standard of living, demonstration effects etc.
But as every action has its own and opposite reaction. The fashion trend also has negative effect
in the mind as well as in life style. So, some fashion trends are indeed trouble and some causing
to death. Fashion or style such as tight waist bands, pointed high heels, artificial eye lashes etc.
They are very dangerous to certain body parts and to the health as well.
The hazardous chemicals used in makeups can easily damage the skin. The use of natural and
home-made cosmetics is good as compared to the artificial or chemicals composed ones.
An important fact of fashion is that some fashion does not match to our appearances and make
our look funny. We all should not run behind the style statements. Always try to wear or match
what makes us look good and feel comfortable.
For example, we can say that the book cannot be judged by its cover, as the book with vey
good cover may or mat not have interesting material to read where as book with not an
attractive cover or boring front cover may be an interesting one. The same thing is applied to
everyone. What I think is that individual should have a good dressing sense rather than blindly
following the fashion trends.
Let’s discuss another other example that “clothes make man”. The well-dressed man can be
identified by the people surrounding him. If I talk about this era, yes people are judged first by
the dressing sense.
The fashion and style go hand in hand or side by side. Fashion become style and style becomes
fashion.

Important thing is that fashion is good but should not cross in line. Means over fashion. Humans
should adopt things which they are comfortable with and match by their skin. But yes, person
should not be old-fashioned too.

